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Disclaimer
The information contained in this guide is, to the best of our knowledge, true and accurate at the time
of publication and is solely for information purposes. Changing circumstances may cause alterations
in its outline at any time. The programme International Communication Management of The Hague
University, accepts no liability for any loss or damage howsoever arising as a result of use or reliance
on this guide or on the information thereon or in respect of information accessed via any links from the
Web pages.

Mission Statement
The programme of International Communication Management (ICM) is firmly committed to
maintaining and developing the international character of its educational programmes. They seek to
broaden academic and vocational links with Institutions and Organisations both within Europe and
beyond, through such diverse activities as student and staff exchanges, curriculum development and
participation in other educational initiatives. By placing an international dimension at the centre of
policy objectives, a learning environment will be fostered to increase and enrich the opportunities
available to both students and staff of the Institute, and those of our partner institutions and
organisations.
The mission of the programmes is to provide students with the broadest professional, academic and
personal experience of the world during their time with us in order to equip them with the necessary
tools to be able to operate successfully in the global community dealing with the emerging issues of
the 21st century world.

ICM Vision
Climate change, migration, poverty, obesity: our world is facing many global challenges which need
urgent solutions for now and for future generations. Yet, at a time when governments, organisations
and citizens need to collaborate and co-create solutions, society is divided and trust in business and
political leaders is at an all-time low. Open, transparent and inclusive communication connects people
and builds trust.
As a communication specialist, you can help organizations to better understand and connect with their
stakeholders to build stronger relationships and more sustainable businesses that can accelerate
positive change. You can help organizations to Open Up and reap the benefits that come with honest,
engaging and transparent communication.
Connecting Worlds
Many worlds come together in The Hague. The city is home to companies, multinationals,
governmental and non-governmental organisations from all corners of the world. As self-proclaimed
‘international city of peace and justice’ The Hague also demonstrates a higher ambition, which The
Hague University of Applied Sciences has translated in its own call to action: Let’s Change! You. Us.
The World. Our vision is to educate engaged, open-minded communication professionals who are
capable of connecting worlds.

The Hague University of Applied Sciences, 2020
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Foreword
At the Faculty of Management and Organisation (M&O), we pride ourselves on our international
atmosphere. Within our undergraduate programmes we have a large number of non-Dutch students
who come to spend their entire study period with us. Add to this the 250 students who come and
complete either a one-year or one-semester exchange programme, and at any given time some 35
nationalities can be found within our corridors. These exchange students form an important part of our
institute and we refer to them as ‘guest students’.
To reflect the international dimension our academic programme offers many courses with an
international perspective; moreover, we have also taken particular care to provide language courses at
various levels to ensure that students can take languages at their own level and further enhance their
skills. We believe this is vital in helping you become global citizens that are able to meet the challenges
of modern society, thus increasing both your employability and social awareness. These
are important considerations in our university and ones we are happy to share with you.
This guide aims to outline the study programme and facilities available for our guest students. The
information given in this guide is general and brief, more detailed module outlines are available upon
request. The classes in Introduction to Dutch Culture & Society are open for all students from abroad,
because we think it is important that they should learn something about their host country.
We hope that all our guest students enjoy their stay in The Netherlands and that they will thrive from
the challenges and opportunities we have to offer them. We shall certainly do everything possible to
make their stay with us rewarding and look forward to having you here.
Martijn Verheus
Director Faculty Management and Organisation
March 2020
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1. The Dutch Educational System & The
Hague University of Applied Sciences
Introduction
The vast majority of institutions of higher
education in The Netherlands are state-funded.
They fall into two categories. There are around 20
traditional ‘research’ universities, and over a 100
Universities of Applied Sciences (Hogescholen),
whose emphasis is on a more vocational
approach.
These vocational universities adopt a practical
approach and explicitly set out to train students
for specific jobs or a range of jobs at an academic
level. There are strong links between these
universities and the professional field. A five/six-month traineeship is a compulsory part of the
programme. Most study programmes at universities of applied sciences are four-year bachelor degree
programmes, whereas bachelor degree programmes at the traditional universities normally take three
years. In both cases graduates are awarded a bachelor degree.
The Hague University of Applied Sciences (THUAS) is a university with a vocational approach.
International Communication Management (ICM) is a multi-disciplinary and internationally orientated
educational programme which aim to provide their students with qualifications enabling them to start a
career in a wide range of jobs with international aspects.

Internal Organisation of ICM
THUAS comprises seven faculties, each with between 1000-5000 students. The programme
International Communication Management is part of the Faculty Management and Organisation. The
faculty has around 5000 students and around 260 staff members. We are run by a faculty director. The
degree programmes offered by the faculty are run by programme managers and programme coordinators. The programme director and programme co-ordinators form the management of each of the
programmes.
With over 40 exchange partners around the world, ICM has a small team of dedicated and enthusiastic
people to run its international affairs. We have also have a small organisational team who are on hand
to assist our guest students settle into life in The Netherlands. THUAS also has a central International
Office who receive application forms from potential guest students and help with visas, residency and
accommodation matters; more information on them can be found on the website of THUAS.
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2. Meet the team of International
Communication Management
2.1 The Global Office in 2020-2021
Name

Tasks

Dominique Darmon
Programme Coordinator
Internationalisation
Tel: +31 6 14 32 82 25
Email : D.Darmon@hhs.nl



Thomas Lodder
Mobility Officer (Inbound)
Tel: +31 70 445 86 78
Email : MO-GlobalOffice@hhs.nl
Juraj Trouw
Global Office Coordinator
Tel: +31 6 38 29 22 65
Email : MO-GlobalOffice@hhs.nl
Claudie Diers-Lienke
Faculty Coordinator
Internationalisation
Tel: +31 6 39 07 23 17
Email: C.T.Diers-Lienke@hhs.nl
Kiki Julizar
Mobility Officer (Outbound)
Tel: +31 70 445 86 78
Email : MO-GlobalOffice@hhs.nl






general responsibility for international
development and administration
all general academic and social matters
concerning guest students
responsible for social and integration activities
for international students
responsible for administrative matters of guest
students



general responsibility for faculty wide
internationalisation processes and
administration



responsible for internationalisation policy of the
faculty
Staff exchange




responsible for administrative matters for
outgoing students

2.2 Country Tutors & Erasmus+
Our Country Tutors are responsible for day-to-day contacts with partner institutions, contact persons for
guest students, Erasmus+ documentation, and for academic and social support. They are mandated to sign
official Erasmus+ documentation for guest students, such as Learning Agreements Before and During
Mobility. Their contact details can be found below:

Country Tutor

Email address

+ 31

Countries

Ms. Inge Weel
Ms. Mijke Post
Ms. Dominique Darmon
Mr. B. Verbeek
Ms. C. Diers-Lienke
Mr. Peter Hanssen
Ms. Marielle Bodde
Ms. Carla Wood
Ms. Zah Kahar

I.M.Weel@hhs.nl
j.m.post@hhs.nl
D.Darmon@hhs.nl
b.verbeek@hhs.nl
C.T.Diers-Lienke@hhs.nl
p.j.m.hanssen@hhs.nl
m.bodde@hhs.nl
c.wood-oostveen@hhs.nl
z.kahar@hhs.nl

06-39078143
06-14328367
06-14328225
06-14328363
06-39072311
06-39082119

Austria
Finland & Greece
France
Indonesia
Italy
Latvia
Portugal & Spain
South Africa
Thailand & United Kingdom
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3. Facilities
Information on campus security, printing/scanning/copying, storing bicycles, parking cars, prayer rooms
and special assistance etc. will be provided upon student’s arrival and during the mandatory introduction
week. Find below an overview of various topics useful for incoming exchange students.

3.1 Desks and questions
There are several desks you can contact for various topics and issues.
The Faculty Management & Organisation Front Office can redirect you to the right person or
department within the faculty, so they are a good starting point.
Telephone
E-mail
Location:

+31 70 445 86 00
mo-frontoffice@hhs.nl
OV2.41

For any questions on housing, your general application, residence permits and visas, health
insurance, registering at the municipality, you can visit the International Office.
Telephone:
E-mail:
Location:

+31 70 445 8505
exchange@hhs.nl
OV1.02

Specifically for guest students, there is also the Global Office, we can answer any question related to
your academic programme, timetables, courses, etc.
E-mail:
Location:

MO-GlobalOffice@hhs.nl
TBA

For written exam related questions, there is the Exam Office, they can help you with the ins and outs.
Telephone:
E-mail:
Location:

+31 6 1432 8057
MO-examoffice@hhs.nl
OV2.70

For IT related questions and issues (such as your Campus card of WiFi login details), contact the general
Front Office FZ IT of THUAS.
Telephone:
E-mail:
Location:

+31 70 445 7777
Frontoffice@hhs.nl
OV1.67

3.2 Computer Facilities
Besides general study plazas for students, there are several rooms containing computers used for
classes and student purposes, all on the third floor.
 Room OV. 3.39
26 computers
 Room OV. 3.41
19 computers
 Room OV. 3.43
19 computers
 Room OV. 3.73
16 computers
Outside the periods during which classes take place, these computer rooms may be used by ES students
for homework assignments related to ICT or other subjects. For this purpose computers must be booked
through the helpdesk. The opening hours of the rooms are clearly indicated on the door of each room.
Everyone using the computer rooms must abide by the following rules:
Academic Guide for Guest students 20-21
Global Office – version 1.2
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Eating or drinking in the computer rooms is not allowed.
Prints have to be paid for. This is done by using the so-called Campus Card which must be previously
charged. Students will get a Campus Card upon arrival from International Office.
Everyone who has worked in one of the computer rooms is obliged to log off correctly and to switch off
the computer before leaving the room.
Students who wish to complete an assignment on a computer are strongly advised not to wait until the
very last moment; the number of computers is limited.
Guest Students will receive their personal username, password and university e-mail address once
they register in Osiris (our online platform). These will give the students access to all public computers
(including free Wi-Fi internet access to your personal devices) within the University premises.

3.3 Library and Study Plaza
The library has a large collection of books, nearly 900
magazines, Dutch and foreign newspapers and a large
collection of graduation essays. Because of its digital
catalogue and excellent electronic sources of information,
the library provides excellent facilities to students and
staff. It is open to students registered at THUAS and to
members of staff.
The Library is located on the first floor (entrance/exit, selfservice unit for borrowing and returning items, Study
Plaza) and ground floor (books, periodicals). Most library
services are free of charge.
Opening hours Library:
Monday to Sunday
09.00 am – 10.30 pm
Opening hours Study Plaza:
Monday to Sunday
09.00 am – 10.30 pm
During the holiday periods opening hours may be different.
Most of the books, graduation essays and videotapes are available for borrowing. Magazines are not, but
there are facilities for copying magazine articles. There is a limit to the number of items that can be
borrowed the following items are allowed simultaneously.
There is also a digital library (for the most part accessible any time, from any computer, once you are
logged in as a student) which includes (international) databases, E-journals, standards database, Ebooks, THUAS theses and publications in digital form, information about copyright regulations and tools
available for managing references. For more information about borrowing library items, the library
catalogue, workshop/training courses available for students, facilities and house rules, please consult this
link. If you have any questions you can visit the library and ask a staff member or contact the library via
email: bibliotheek@hhs.nl.
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3.4 Student Counselling & Supervision
The International Communication Management programme has a
counselling system in place to help students facing problems that may
affect their study results. Our Guest Students are also encouraged to
speak to their Country Tutor (see above) and/or the Mobility Coordinator in order to alleviate their problems.
THUAS has a central student counsellor, who is independent of the ES
programme. He advises students on all kinds of matters ranging from
study grants and housing, to other programmes of study inside and
outside THUAS. He can also help students with any appeals against
decisions judged to be unfair or incorrect. The central student
counsellor may also be approached when students have more personal
problems affecting their studies, but in this case they can also choose to
go to their Country Tutor or the Mobility Co-ordinator. They are there to
listen to students and help them as best they can.
Any conversations with the central student counsellor or the faculty staff
are strictly confidential. Students may be referred to expert agencies
outside the university.
THUAS also has a student psychologist. The problems students see themselves confronted with are very
diverse. Sometimes they lose the motivation to continue their studies or they suffer from a fear of failure;
sometimes very serious things occur, such as psychiatric disorders. The psychologist provides short term
care. These conversations are, of course, also strictly confidential.

3.5 Campus Card
An electronic purse system has been introduced at THUAS for buying items like food and drinks at the
canteen and making copies on the copy machines. It is not possible to pay in cash inside the university.
THUAS therefore supplies exchange students with a so-called Campus Card, which they will receive
during the orientation period from our International Office. To add money on this card, you will need to
have a PayPal account or a Dutch bank account (with a Dutch bank account you can charge your card
using Ideal or the machines at the THUAS building). It is not possible to charge the Campus Card with
foreign bank cards so make sure you get a credit card or PayPal account online so you can use it upon
arrival at THUAS. Alternatively, food and drinks can be bought at THUAS with a Dutch bank card, which
you will receive upon opening a Dutch bank account.

3.6 Canteen
Food and beverages may be obtained from the central restaurant, from the Light House cafe and from
vending machines. In all cases payment is through chip cards. The central food court has the largest
selection of items, also serving vegetarian and halal products. It is open during term-time from 8am to
8pm (5 pm on Fridays). During the holiday periods the opening hours may vary. Moreover, the university
has microwaves that can be used for heating up food, multiple coffee corners on various floors, and a
restaurant called the “The Lighthouse”. Please note that students can only pay by Campus Card or a
Dutch (European) Maestro bank card. The university does not accept cash or credit cards.
There is also a small grocery store outside the main building called “Albert Heijn To Go”, which sells a
selection of meals and snacks, as well as drinks. There are also various vending machines with drinks
and snacks on multiple floors of the university.

3.7 Medical Care
In case of illness, students must contact a General Practitioner before doing anything else. There are
numerous General Practitioners around the university and in the areas of student housing. More
information will be provided upon arrival by our International Office.
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4. Student Activities
Aside from the academic and support staff, ICM also has
a number of student-run bodies who help in the
organisation and running of the faculty. Their purpose is
to organise extra-curricular activities and to help promote
the international atmosphere within the campus. These
student bodies also take part in ‘academic conversation’
with the management to ensure the students’ voice is
heard. The bodies include:

4.1 EScape
EScape is the largest international student organisation at the faculty of Management & Organisation. It
caters for all student activities. Its most important aim is to stimulate friendship and understanding
between its members. It also aims to establish good relationships with other student bodies within The
Hague University. EScape tries to reach these aims by organising all kinds of social and cultural events,
including sports activities.
Every semester, a number of exchange students will be recruited to join this organisation as it is also in
charge of organising a number of social events for both exchange and home students, to bring them
closer and to facilitate a better integration of exchange students in the Netherlands, and mostly, making
the exchange experience an outstanding and fun one!

4.2 ICM Student Council
The student council consists of an executive committee that regularly meets with student representatives
on the one hand and with the Management Team on the other. Some of the board members also have a
seat in the faculty commission. The council is there to listen to complaints from students about matters
relating to ICM and to make its own contribution towards improving the situation for students. One or two
members of the student council take part in the Educational Committee.

4.3 Campus Life & Sports at THUAS
THUAS organises a large number of (sports) activities, such as volleyball, football, basketball, badminton,
yoga, Pilates, pump, Zumba, boxing, capoeira, body shape, futsal etc. Students can take part in these on
the basis of a small contribution. The university gym is accessible for students with a sport and fitness
pass, which can be purchased for a reduced amount for 3 months, a semester or an entire academic
year. For further information you can contact fitness@hhs.nl.
The university is also home to various sport clubs (rowing, korfball, lacrosse, rugby, tennis, football,
volleyball, hockey, basketball, athletics etc.) and organises various events and parties for our international
students. More information is available via email at campus@hhs.nl.
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5. Information on the Academic Programme
The International Communication Management programme awards a Bachelor’s degree. The programme
is offered in an intensive 3-year programme. International Communication Management is fully taught in
English. This chapter will deal with the information, rules and regulations of being part of the exchange
programme.

5.1 Attendance
In the case of a number of modules the final result is partly dependent on a student’s active contribution
during classes. In such cases of compulsory attendance (at least ten out of twelve or a comparable
number of classes to allow for unforeseen illness or absence) this is clearly stated in the Blackboard
pages of the course/s in question. If a student fails to attend the minimum number of times he is not
awarded any credits for the module.
Students are expected to be on time for classes. If a student comes to class late, the lecturer concerned
may refuse him/her entry.

5.2 Source Referencing & papers
During your studies at ICM you are expected to use the documentation style of the American
Psychological Association (APA). These rules, known as APA style, are laid down in a student manual,
which is published on the university student portal. All essays and assignments should have in-text
references and a separate reference list. An essay and/or assignment without correct referencing will not
be marked and will be referred to the ESCOM Exam Board.
Most teachers will require you to hand in a hard copy and to submit your paper through Ephorus. You can
find this programme inside the Blackboard course linked to the module. Use your teacher's email address
as the submission code and attach your document. Hard copies should be put in the staff pigeon holes on
Oval 4.

5.3 How Students contact Lecturers
If students wish to contact staff outside class hours or want to hand in an essay or paper, there are the
following rules:
• Handing in essays is normally through staff pigeonholes (fourth floor, Oval building) or via
email/”Blackboard”.
• Staff have certain office hours reserved to see students. During term-time students can go and see
staff then. In weeks in which there is no teaching, they can make appointments directly with the
lecturer they wish to speak to or via e-mail.
• Members of staff can be asked short questions through e-mail. Students can normally expect to get an
answer to e-mail questions within 3 working days.

5.4 How Staff contact Students
If ICM or a member of staff wishes to contact a student, the following methods are used:
• Through e-mail. All ICM students have their own THUAS e-mail address. The Digital Learning
environment “Blackboard” is also commonly used.
• Through study-related announcements published on the university portal (http://intranet.hhs.nl/).
• If necessary, for reasons of confidentiality, ICM will try to contact a student through other methods, for
instance by phone or by post. For that reason it is absolutely necessary that ICM has up-to-date
information about a student’s address and phone number. Should any changes occur in the course of
the academic year, please inform the International Office located at OV1.02.
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5.5 Timetables
There are four terms and the timetables will differ from term to term. Students will be supplied with a
timetable at the beginning of each term.
Class hours:
1.

08.45 am – 09.30 am

2.

09.30 am – 10.15 am

3.

10.30 am – 11.15 am

4.

11.15 am – 12.00 pm

5.

12.15 pm – 13.00 pm

6.

13.00 pm – 13.45 pm

7.

13.45 pm – 14.30 pm

8.

14.45 pm – 15.30 pm

9.

15.30 pm – 16.15 pm

10.

16.30 pm – 17.15 pm

11.

17.15 pm – 18.00 pm

In weeks with less than five working days the timetable is adjusted so that as many classes as possible
can take place.

5.6 Year Calendar 2020-2021
The academic year is divided into two semesters. Each semester is divided into two terms of some nineten weeks. In each term there are six-seven weeks of lectures and students sit examinations at the end of
each term. Resits of one term take place after the next term, except for term 4 where some of the resits
are offered in August.
The provisional list of holiday dates is as follows:
24 Aug
31 Aug
19-23 Oct
26 Oct-30 Oct
30 Nov-4 Dec
21 Dec-3 Jan
11-15 Jan

Start Mandatory Introduction Period Semester 1 (term 1 & 2)
Start regular classes
Autumn Break
Exams term 1
Re-sit exams term 1 (evenings)
Christmas Break
Exams term 2

1 Feb
8 Feb
22 Feb-26 Feb
15 Mar-19 Mar
2 April
5 April
6 April-9 April
27 April
3 May-7 May
5 May
13 May
24 May
25 May-28 May

Start Mandatory Introduction Period Semester 2 (term 3 & 4)
Start regular classes
Spring Break
Re-sit exams term 2 (evenings)
Good Friday
Easter Monday
Exams term 3
King’s Day
May Break
Liberation Day
Ascension Day
Whit Monday
Re-sit exams term 3 (evenings)
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14 June-19 June
28 June-2 July
19 July

Exams term 4
Re-sit exams term 4
Summer Break

*This calendar is subject to change. No rights may be derived from this information.
Within the above calendar, the exact semester dates will be determined. Both the 1st and 2nd Semesters
are opened a week before classes start by an introduction period for Guest Students, thus students
should be aware that they are required to be in The Hague one week before classes start.

5.7 Changes to the Academic Calendar
It is emphasised that when planning their holidays students must stick to the official holiday periods. It is
sometimes necessary for ICM to change dates and schedule exams or lectures on dates originally
planned as lecture-free or exam-free days. However, no changes will be made to the official holiday
periods.

5.8 Exam Dates
At the start of the academic year the academic calendar is published, so that students can plan ahead
and know in which weeks their exams will take place. They can count on exams taking place in the exam
periods in which they have been scheduled, but exams may be moved to other days and other times. A
final exam timetable is only available shortly before the exam period due to the multiplicity of exams.
When this happens, it is to accommodate certain groups of students for whom the original schedule
poses serious problems. Students will be informed of any changes through Osiris during the semester.

5.9 Exam Information
Students are required to be personally present for their written exams. Exams will not be sent abroad for
students to complete at their home institution. Should students wish to take resit exams they will also
need to be present in person for such.
Identification
Remember to bring valid identification with you to the exam
sessions. You will be asked to show your ID before entering the
exam room. If you are an exchange student from outside of the
EU or Norway, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Iceland, please bring
your Dutch residence permit with you to the exam. Without valid
ID you are not allowed to sit any exams!
Attendance
You need to be in the exam room at least 15 minutes before the
exam is due to start so your ID can be checked. You will also
need to sign an attendance list both at the start and at the end
of the exam.
The written exams are organised by our Exam Office (mo-examoffice@hhs.nl).

5.10 Assessment Information
Assessment may take the form of assignments, presentations, essays and exams. The assessment by
essay, assignment or presentations may be new to some students. Some courses will include a
combination of different sorts of assessment. At ICM it is also quite customary to use multiple choice
exams. Students that need special arrangements for exams and have such at their home university, are
required to inform their country tutor of such. He/she will then refer the student to responsible office in the
university for such matters.
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Students may only register and/or take one resit of any given exam per year. The maximum number of
times a student can sit a particular exam is twice per academic year. If students register for exams/resits
but do not show up to take them, this is officially counted as one of the two chances per academic year.
Grades are from 1 to 10. A grade of 5.5 or higher is a pass. Depending on students’ own academic
system, grades will be transferred to either numerical or letter grades. Another good resource is Nuffic on
the Dutch education system. Further information can be obtained from students’ home institutions.

5.11 Number of Modules & Credit Points
Nearly all our modules carry a study-load of approximately 84 hours or more. This includes preparation for
classes, attending classes, self-study, sitting the exam or writing a paper.
The subjects listed in this brochure are worth 2 to 15 ECTS (European Credit Transfer System). We
consider a full semester programme to be from 27 to 30 ECTS points. The minim number of credits for an
exchange at ICM is 20 ECTS and the maximum number is 40 ECTS.
Most courses have around 10-12 contact hours. For Italian students this is far less than the hours usually
studied per course, for Scandinavians it is reasonably similar. Some students feel that they do not have
enough time to complete the content of each module, so be prepared to adapt your study habits to the new
system. Group work may also be unusual practice to students, but many agree that this provides a great
opportunity to work with other students.
Class size may vary quite a bit from smaller seminar-sized groups to large lecture audiences. Most
modules run for 6/7 weeks with 1 or 2 classes per week. Some modules run for the whole semester, if
you start a module in term 1 (or 3) you are expected to complete it in term 2 (or 4). Missing classes can
become hazardous to your grades, since for most modules, missing a week is equal to 1/6 of a module.
Please also note that classes have restrictions on student numbers. Hence registration is very important;
if you fail to register, you will lose your place in the course.
It is possible that you may not be able to follow one or more of the subjects that you chose for
reasons such as timetable-clashes, limited class sizes, a subject not being offered due to
insufficient demand, etc.

5.12 Course Material
International Communication Management publishes module books and readers for most subjects via the
electronic learning environment called ‘Blackboard’. Details on required textbooks and materials will be
made available to students upon arrival.
Many modules have a required textbook. Textbooks can be expensive and there are very limited numbers
of copies in the library (there is always a copy to be consulted and which cannot be lent out). It is
sometimes possible to buy a second-hand copy of the textbook from a student who has already taken the
module. Ultimately, you may have to buy the brand new textbook. This being the case, you should order
the book as soon as you know what your subject choice will be, particularly for subjects offered in the first
half of the semester. However, we do not advise students to buy books before they confirm their course
choice during the introduction week.

5.13 (Pre)registering for Courses
Students will make a preliminary registration (pre-registration) online through the Osiris tool. Upon
applying at THUAS, students will receive a link inviting them to pre-register for courses (as of 1 April for
semester 1 and/or 1 October for semester 2). Once in The Hague, they will need to confirm their
registration for those courses after publication of the timetable, at which point their course choice
becomes final. It is important to note that courses have limited numbers and students should be prepared
to register for alternative courses should a course be full at the moment of their registration and/or should
their courses conflict in the timetable. It is essential that students register preliminarily via Osiris to
reserve a spot in a course.
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6. The Academic Programme – Courses
Below you will find a list of the courses within the exchange programme on bachelor level. These courses
are offered in English. The courses are all optional.

6.1 Course overview 2020-2021
Year

Subject

Runs in term(s)

ECTS credits

Business Management
3

Artful Business Creations

1

-

15

3

Global Citizens @ Work

2

-

15

3

Personal Leadershift

1

-

15

Year

Subject

Runs in term(s)

ECTS credits

Communication Management
2

Budgeting and Project Management

1

-

3

3

Change Management

1

-

3

3

Communicating with Stakeholders (entry requirement: registered
for Introductio to Sustainability and Stakeholder case studies)

-

4

4

1

Communication & Behaviour I

2

-

3

2

Content Analysis

2

-

3

2

Corporate Communication

2

-

3

1

Digital Communication

-

3

3

1

Digital Writing

-

4

3

1

Ethical Communication

-

4

3

1

Integrated Marketing Communication

-

4

3

1

Intercultural Communication

1

-

3

1

Introduction to Marketing

-

3

3

3

Introduction to Sustainability and Stakeholder Case Studies

-

3&4

11

3

Journalism & Media - Practical

1

3&4

8

3

Journalism & Media - Theoretical

1

3&4

7

1

Organisational Communication I

1

-

3

1

Organisational Communication II

2

-

3

2

Public Communication Theory

1

-

3
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Year

Subject

Runs in term(s)

ECTS credits

Cultural & Language Courses
n/a

Introduction to Dutch Culture & Society

1&2

3&4

2

n/a

English for Guest Students - Intermediate

1&2

3&4

2

n/a

Survival Dutch

1&2

3&4

2

*Other courses may still be added for the academic year 2020-2021 and some of the courses mentioned above may
be dropped after the publication of this guide. International Communication Management cannot guarantee that
where a course is oversubscribed students will be offered a place in it. Final course choices will be confirmed during
the introduction week.
**All courses are offered in English and are part of the 1st cycle of education (Bachelor level). Students are required
to choose a minimum of 20 ECTS and a maximum of 40 ECTS.
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6.2 Course descriptions 2020-2021
What follows is in-depth course description per subject area per course.

6.3 Business Management

Artful Business Creations
Course Code

MO-IS-ABC-20

Credits

15 ECTS

Module Manager

Jacco van Uden
j.c.vanuden@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

Strong English skills (level B2). This course is very intensive and no (or very
limited) classes should be taken next to it in term 1.

Method

Lectures, Field trips, Bootcamp, Projects, Personal development
This minor is designed for students who believe that businesses should be
more creative in the way they run, are organised, and the goals they set. Openminded students who are curious to learn hands-on what businesses can learn
from the arts. People who like to experiment and examine why and how things
work. Individuals who want to turn left when all the others turn right. Students
that want to push themselves and others. Please note that it is not necessary
for participating students to be art connoisseurs.
Artful Business Creations is open to all students with an interest in business
issues and who want to experiment with new, creative ways to tackle these
issues. Within the minor, we start with the fact that everyone has a different
flight path. Participants are welcome from the 'traditional' business courses (and
need innovative, more creative business tools) and from the creative studies
(and if they are interested in working with business issues as a designer-intraining).

Assessment
A

B
C
Course Material

Tests:
3 partial tests with elements of
content, project and personal
development (12 ECTS):
Field trips
(2 ECTS)
Bootcamp and closure
(1 ECTS)

Method:
Assessment
Grade week 4 (25%), 7 (25%), 9
(50%) Resit week 10
Practicum (attendance 80%)
Pass/fail week 9
Practicum (attendance 100%)
Pass/ fail week9

Mandatory literature:
Frame Innovation, Create New Thinking by Design, Kees Dorst
ISBN 978-0-262-32431-1
We make use of 21st century skills and learning through experience:
https://www.envisionexperience.com/blog/13-essential-21st-century-skills-fortodays-students
Students will have to research actively for other relevant literature and sources
as part of the learning experience.

Course Outline

Project-based learning is an important part of this minor. Students will
participate in a project given by an outside provider. This creates a valuable
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opportunity for students to work on real-life problems and experience of working
together in an international team. The learning environment includes lectures,
self-study, workshops, experiences, projects and field trips.
Artful Business Creations offers both an intense and rich learning environment
which asks for self-driven students who take responsibility for their learning
process. Participation in Artful Business Creations requires eagerness,
engagement and a willingness to go the extra mile. Students who participate in
Artful Business Creations do not just take the course, they help shape it.
Perhaps most importantly is the willingness for students to postpone judgement
on the values throughout the program. Some elements will be directly
applicable, other elements will be food for thought, without a clear or immediate
value.
Through observing arts and business models, visiting art organisations and
seeing artists at work, through experiencing different locations and approaches,
students will develop a unique and artful approach to expecting the unexpected
and feeling comfortable with discomfort.
Learning
Outcomes

This minor is related to the Dublin Descriptors:
1. Knowledge & understanding
Provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing or applying ideas
often in a research context
 Improve his or her English
 Know methods and means to connect art and business, to connect new ways
of thinking to established concepts and to connect innovations to old products
and services.
2. Applying knowledge & understanding
Problem solving abilities applied in new or unfamiliar environments within
broader (or multi-disciplinary contexts)
 Apply the knowledge and skills in a real-life setting
 Demonstrate that he or she is capable of applying the insights of design
thinking, models and techniques from the arts and creative industries to the
world of business; the student will have to show
o which elements of the program he or she has found useful and why
o how these elements have found their way into the final product (the
project proposal/end presentation for the client)
3. Making judgements
Ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgments
with incomplete data
 Elaborate on the experience of the chain of re-think/ use/ connect/ frame/ sell/
invent in organisations, companies and institutes
 Critically evaluate own research findings to arrive at feasible
recommendations for the external assignment provider.
4. Communication
Communicate the conclusions, the underpinning knowledge and rationale
(restricted scope) to specialist and non-specialist audiences (monologue)
 Present findings in a coherent and professional manner in writing, orally and
utilising appropriate visual aids.
5. Learning skills
Study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or autonomous
 Think creative (skills), out-of-the-box,
 Work effectively in multicultural and interdisciplinary groups (project-based),
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Reflect on how he or she has challenged himself/herself to think out of the
box and step out of his or her comfort zone
Get to know others and him/herself,
Acquire (intercultural) communication and collaboration skills as part of his or
her personal development.

Global Citizens @ Work
Course Code

HRM-IS-GCW-20

Credits

15 ECTS

Module Manager

Adela Garabal
a.garabalgomez@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

A student contribution of €150,- to cover part of the partner university visit

Method

There will be two classes per week. During those classes the main focus will
be on the preparation of the international project, the assignment and the
knowledge exam. The lessons will be a mix of (short) lectures, small
assignments and actual working on the international project.
The study load will be 15 ECTS (= 420 hours).
 Time investment group work: 168 hours (6 ECTS)
 Time investment individual: 252 hours (9 ECTS)

Assessment

1: Project (group grading): project-based product + presentation in cooperation
with our partners in Europe1 (learning objectives 1-7). Our partners are from:
o
o
o
o
o

Germany.
Austria.
United Kingdom.
Greece.
Spain.

2: Cultural Assessment (individual grading): Individual assessment on cultural
skills, knowledge and awareness(learning objectives 1-7).
3: Knowledge exam (individual grading): on intercultural theory: learning
objectives 2, 3, 6 and 7.
(80% attendance is mandatory to receive your grade)
The student receives a passing grade if all products have been submitted and
the total grade of all products is higher than 5.5 and no grade of a product is lower
than 5.5.
Course Material

All materials will be made available to students through Blackboard.

Course Outline

We live and work in an globalized world and that demands a global orientation
of young professionals who can combine skills (hands) and knowledge (head)
with the right attitude and personal motivation (heart), following different lines of
research in the HR-professional field. According to Goleman and Seligman
(2012) the current demanding and globalizing work field requires professionals

1

The final destinations/partners are subject to change.
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with heart for the job, next to head and hands, facing the work field paradoxes
of the 21st century. In the field of HRM, scholars and practitioners have been
lately looking into new ways of equipping professionals with the right skills and
strategies to tackle this complex and dynamic challenging field, by helping to
identify and seize opportunities.
This minor has been designed to support you in acquiring and applying
practical and theoretical knowledge, relevant to the professional field, combined
with the development of the intercultural and leadership skills needed to
become the “paradox navigator” (Ulrich, 2017) and ¨flexpert¨ who is able to
anticipate for new knowledge and skill-demands (Frie et al., 2018).
One of the aspects of becoming successful in an international HR-environment
is the capacity to cooperate and work with ‘other’ people. This means people
from different background (ethnical as well as national). Cooperating
successfully demands that a professional is able to understand national and
ethnical values, norms and habits of other countries or ethnical groups. He
must therefore be capable of adjusting his or her own behaviour and actions if
the situation demands it: “if in Rome do as the Romans”. But this also means
that a professional should understand his own values and norms, because
understanding the other starts with understanding yourself…
In this minor we concentrate on ‘intercultural communication’ in an international
(business-) context. We will cooperate with partner-universities in Europe on
several HR-cases. These cases will be solved by students from THUAS and the
partner-university and in the end will be presented to the teachers e.g. the
case-providers. The main objectives are that you:
1. will learn how to deal with HR and other issues in complex international
settings by developing methodologies and strategies to face and solve intricate
situations.
2. will develop their ability to communicate and act accordingly given the
international and cultural context.
Learning
Outcomes

Besides the two main objectives already mentioned before we expect that
students:
1. Understand and review HR in a critical international perspective within
the THUAS Global Citizenship framework (THUAS Let’s Change
Educational Vision Framework, May 2017).
2. Develop knowledge and understanding of the link between local,
national and global issues, and how to use this knowledge and
understanding to solve or tackle a complex HR challenging issue.
3. Develop an analytical and critical-thinking attitude towards HR
dilemmas.
4. Will research on the most suitable HR tools and strategies to tackle HR
complex challenges /dilemmas and how to apply them in context.
Will get experience in applying innovative decision-making techniques, creative
and critical thinking in cooperation with others.

Personal Leadershift
Course Code

HRM-IS-PL-20

Credits

15 ECTS

Module Manager

Adela Garabal
a.garabalgomez@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None.
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Method

The minor itself tries to transform the educational space into a meaningful
learning environment for the students and by the students themselves. For this
reason the minor makes use of the latest learning methodologies: Blended
Learning ,Art of Hosting (in which modern leadership and change
methodologies combine dialogue and group learning – e.g. Appreciative
Inquiry, World café’s, Future Search, Design Thinking and Pecha Kucha
presentation techniques).
Teaching methodology (see flow of the program above):
In the first part (weeks 1-6) of the course we will make use of (guest) lectures,
guided journaling, StoryCrafting, documentaries and presentations as
theoretical and practical background.
The second part (weeks 6-12) will consist mainly of group work, peer-to-peer
coaching**, Art of Hosting-techniques and presentations.
*Blended learning: we will follow a timeline combining all the different in-class
teaching methodologies and materials online. This timeline will represent the
flow of the programme in detail as well as the instructions for students on how
to apply this learning methodology and make the most out of it.
**Peer-to-peer-coaching & harvesting teams: feedback and reflection from the
coaching sessions will have to be addressed in 1 of the Portfolio assignments
(see Student Manual).
Study load for students (estimation):
- 48 college hours (4 x 12 weeks + group work in case studies, see below under
case study)
- 130 hours of self-study (literature, homework and preparation for the
sessions)
- 100 hours working on the final portfolio
- 124 hours for case study
- 8 hours fieldtrip (visit + assignment + report)
- 10 hours individual coaching/contact with teachers
Total: 15 x 28 hours= 420 hours (15 ECTS)

Assessment

Students will pass the minor when they have completed 2 products + 80%
mandatory attendance:
Part A: Portfolio (50%) consisting of the following assignments:
1. A Leader-shift Action Plan
 This plan should include a reflection on what the student learned about
him/herself during this minor in relation to his/her capacity to
demonstrate leadership, making use of various theoretical background
and resources. Reflect on what the student sees as his/her leadership
strengths and weaknesses and how he/she will take advantage of both
in the future.
 The student will have to describe the leader-shift philosophy that
he/she has developed throughout this minor based on grounded
argumentations from theory, research and practice. Has it changed
since the beginning of the minor? If so, how? Describe two action steps
you can take to continue to develop your leadership in the future.
 The student will make use of (Digital) storytelling to link it to his/her
Personal Leader-shift Plan.
See student manual and rubric for further details.
2. Weekly Personal Leader-shift assignments. For example
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Weeks 1-6 (these assignments must be handed in in 6th week to be able to
submit your Final Portfolio*):
 Proprioceptive Writing.
 Me & Others: cultural background.
 1st story: My Life Portrait (ethics & integrity).
*When not completed in week 3, students will have to complete extra
assignments as a resit to be able to submit their final Portfolio.
Weeks 6-12:
 Me & work: my possible career scenario’s.
 Me & change: understanding change & leadership; drawing a career
scenario plan.
 2nd Story: My work-life themes & Leader-shift Philosophy.
Extra assignments:
 Report on being part of a harvesting team.
 Report on a fieldtrip.
 Report on in-class sessions & lecturers.
Part B: Case study advice report (50%): problem solving and final presentation.
The case study advise report needs to be in-sync with the Leader-shift plan and
leadership theories, as well as to the work developed in class (theory and
practice), based on different sources.
Notes:
80% mandatory attendance in order to be able to submit your 2 products and
receive your grade!
1. Only when the two products are completed at the end of the minor, the
instructors will check the materials for grading.
2. All these assignments will be included in a rubric as conditioned criteria in
order to receive a grade for this minor – this will be published in the student
manual.
3. Both parts (Part A and Part B) will be graded, both need to be a 5.5 or higher
(not to be compensated).
Submission of the products will be in term 1, week 9!
4. The deadline for the resit of these 2 products will be in term 2, week 9,
January 2021 (exact date will be announced as long as the schedules are
published).
Course Material

Textbook:
1. Komives, S. R., Lucas, N., & McMahon, T. R. (2013). 3rd edition. Exploring
Leadership: For College Students Who Want to Make a Difference. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.
Tools and Additional Readings:
2. Digital Storytelling: tools and resources for students, how is it relevant to
teaching and learning: http://net.educause.edu/ir/library/pdf/eli08167b.pdf
3. Additional readings provided in class (see chapter-by-chapter manual
aforementioned as well):
Bandura, A. (1997). Self-efficacy in changing societies, chapter 1.
Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press.
Covey, S. R. (2004). The eighth habit: From effectiveness to greatness.
New York: Simon & Schuster.
Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly (1996). Creativity : Flow and the Psychology
of Discovery and Invention. New York: Harper Perennial. ISBN 0-06-092820-4
Dugan, J. P., & Komives, S. R. (2007). Developing leadership capacity
in college students: Findings from a national study. A Report from the MultiInstitutional Study of Leadership. College Park, MD: National Clearinghouse for
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Leadership Programs
http://mslreviewteam.wiki.usfca.edu/file/view/MSLReport+06.pdf
Hermans, A. Hermans-Konopka, Dialogical Self Theory: Positioning
and Counter-Positioning in a Globalizing Society
Leadership and organizational learning: A multiple levels perspective,
several authors
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1048984306001093#
Lengelle, R. : different scientific articles, research and writing
techniques:
o
Lengelle, R & Meijers, F. (2013). Narrative Identity: writing the self in
career learning. British Journal of Guidance and Counselling, DOI:
10.1080/03069885.2013.816837.
o
Lengelle, R., Meijers, F., Poell, R., Post, M. (2013). The effects of
creative, expressive, and reflective writing in career learning: an explorative
study. Journal of Vocational Behavior, 83, 419-427.
Luken, T. (2017). Zelf en loopbaan: Zelfconcept en identiteit als
tweesnijdend zwaard. LoopbaanVisie, 8(4), 67-72.
Meijers, F. & Lengelle, R. (2012). Narratives at work: the development
of a career identity. British Journal of Guidance and Counselling, 40, 157-177.
Meijers, F. & Kuijpers, M. (different articles and coaching techniques)
Pryor & Bright (2011), The Chaos Theory of Careers
Savickas, M. (2005., 2013) Career Construction Theory and Practice.
Savickas, M. L., et al. Life designing: A paradigm for career
construction in the 21st century. Journal of Vocational Behavior (2009),
doi:10.1016/j.jvb.2009.04.004
Senge, P. (2008). The Necessary Revolution: How Individuals and
Organizations Are Working Together to Create a Sustainable World. New York:
Random House.
Robinson, Ken. The Element: how finding your passion changes
everything http://sharkinfestedcustard.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/theelement-by-ken-robinson-epub.pdf
Scharmer, O. (2009). Theory U: Learning from the future as it emerges.
San Francisco: Berrett-Koehler.
Course Outline

This course is designed to support students in acquiring and applying practical
and theoretical knowledge about different theories on leadership and (Personal)
Leadership skills, in preparation for the professional field within the THUAS
World Citizenship framework (Let’s change) and 21st century skills. The world
is in serious need of young professionals who are able to combine skills (hands)
and knowledge (head) with the right attitude and personal motivation (heart),
following different lines of research in the professional field.
This minor aims at building connections between the student’s professional
ambitions and the work field. It will enable students to become more aware of the
current trends in the field of leadership, community-building and change
management. In this sense Personal Leadership acts as a bridge between the
student’s academic success and his/her professional career development. One
way to help students integrate the theories and practices on leadership is to
incorporate ways of knowing, doing and being (the 3 Circle Theory of
Transformation) and to create meaningful learning communities. That is why the
minor combines standard didactical methodologies with the most recent learning
strategies (e.g. StoryCrafting, Blended Learning, Appreciative Inquiry, World
café, etc.).
The course will offer students a variety of tools and theoretical approaches, which
will enable them to get insight in different sorts of leadership and how to use them
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to become the entrepreneur and world citizen needed in the current ever
changing work field. The students will learn about leadership theories in a
complex world; personal storytelling methodologies and strategies for facing and
dealing with complex issues and dilemma’s .
The objectives of this minor are inspired on the book Exploring Leadership
(Jossey & Bass, 2013). Through active engagement in the course, lectures,
group assignments and case studies, students will:
1. be able to understand different models of leadership, with special attention
to the Relational Leadership Model.
2. be able to understand personal leadership and apply those models in their
professional career planning.
3. be able to increase self-awareness through the exploration of values, beliefs,
culture, and identity. Understand gender and cultural influences on leadership.
4. be able to understand the link between leadership and learning communities.
5. be able to appreciate the relationship between ethics and leadership.
6. be able to compare and contrast traditional and emergent paradigms of
leadership and apply critical thinking to leadership theories and practices.
7. be able to develop a personal philosophy on leader-shift as linked to their
professional development.
8. be able to apply the theoretical and personal learning on case studies from
the professional field, by establishing the link among study, personal
experiences and work field, working on career readiness.
Learning
Outcomes

The competencies for this minor are three-fold: Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes.
The Learning goals are related to the World Citizenship Competencies as
related to 1 of the main themes of THUAS: Entrepreneurship and innovation in
an age of globalisation ( World Citizens in a learning society ,THUAS vision
document ¨en route to 2020¨ p.9):
(K1) You will learn about the most recent leadership theories, and how to apply
those within a complex society and challenging organizations in your Personal
Leadership Plan (head).
(K2) You will be able to think conceptually and creatively about the meaning of
Personal Leadership in your career path and personal experience and apply it
already during your internship (head).
(S1) You will learn different StoryCrafting techniques and how to apply them in
your work, starting with the preparation for your internship (hands).
(S2) You will get experience in applying innovative decision-making techniques,
creative and critical thinking in cooperation with others. Networking as a
mandatory asset in your career path (hands).
(A1) You will learn how to use creative and critical thinking in your selfdevelopment Plan by choosing and developing a Leader-shift philosophy
(heart).
(A2) You will become aware of your potential career scenarios through your
Personal Leader-shift philosophy and how to efficiently communicate your
career identity to the work field (heart).
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These knowledge, skills and attitudes will be tested in Part A: Portfolio.
Other related competencies:
(A3) To develop mindfulness, proactivity and assertiveness in decision-making
processes regarding your career choices and professional development (heart).
(A4) To Increase self-awareness through the exploration of values, beliefs,
culture, and identity. Understand gender and cultural influences on leadership
(heart).
(A5) To get a clear sense of responsibility towards your own development and
your contribution to the society you live and work in (heart).
(S3) To elaborate critical and well-founded opinions on qualities & skills and
express them with assertiveness and professionalism based on the knowledge
acquired (hands & heart).
(S4) Apply the theoretical and personal learning on case studies (hands):
providing advice to your assignment provider.
These skills and attitudes, together with the knowledge acquired in Part A, will
be tested in
Part B: the case study advice report.

6.4 Communication Management

Budgeting and Project Management
Course Code

CO-IS-BPM-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Carla Wood
c.wood-oostveen@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 1 only!

Method

Lectures & Workshops

Assessment

Written exam

Course Material

Material will be provided in class

Course Outline

The theoretical part of Project Management focusses on:
 Basic understanding of how a project is developed and managed.
 Understanding the phases of a project
 Use of appropriate project management terminology
 Develop a helicopter view of how to manage a project
Budgeting:
The theoretical part of Financial Management focusses on:
 Budgeting
 Excel
 Balance Sheets
 Cash Flow Statements
 Profit & Loss Account
 Break Even Analysis
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Learning
Outcomes



This course prepares students (at an introductory level) to manage projects
and to budget properly for projects.

Change Management
Course Code

CO-IS-CM-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Zah Kahar
z.kahar@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 1 only!

Method

The module consists of six meetings of 90 minutes each and 4 seminars of 45
minutes each. Clarification of theory will focus on the views and publications of
several authoritative strategists and writers on the subject of leadership and
change. These theories will be related back to current affairs and case studies.

Assessment

Written exam

Course Material

Peter M. Senge, The Fifth Discipline – the Art & Practice of the Learning
Organisation,
Random House Business Books, (2006 edition) ISBN 97 81905211203
Materials from a set of Readers

Course Outline

We are continually asked to manage change in our own lives and
organisations.
Yet, change unfolds through personal and organisational resistance. This
course focuses on managing change and provides frameworks and tools to
implement it. Participants examine personal and organisational approaches to
dealing with change through case studies and group activity.
Blending theory and practice, students will work in small groups, applying
course material in the analysis of real-world change management challenges.
The aim is to produce critically thinking, proactive change managers who have
the tools to respond to the range of organisational issues emerging in
workplaces today.

Communicating with Stakeholders
Course Code

CO-IS-CS-20

Credits

4 ECTS (part 2 of the minor Sustainability in Business)

Module Manager

Barry Verbeek
b.verbeek@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

This course can only be followed in combination with Introduction to
Sustainability and Stakeholder case studies (together they form the minor
Sustainability in Business). This course is for semester 2 only!

Method

Lectures and group work

Assessment

Report
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Course Material

Molthan-Hill, P. (2014). The Business Student’s Guide to Sustainable
Management. Principles and practice. Sheffield: Greenleaf Publishing. 400p.
ISBN 978-1-78353-120-2

Course Outline

Students will write a Sustainability Report for an organisation in groups. If
possible we will visit the organisation or get a guest lecture from the organisation.

Learning
Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to:
- Understand the importance for an organization to communicate with
stakeholders on their sustainability efforts
- Develop a sustainability report
- Do research on an organisation’s sustainability efforts and translate
that into a communicative report


Understand and apply the guidelines of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
in a report

Communication & Behaviour I
Course Code

CO-IS-CB1-20

Credits

3 ECT

Module Manager

Dominique Darmon
d.darmon@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None.

Method

Lectures

Assessment

Exam

Course Material

1. Book: Lull, J. (2000). Media, Communication, Culture (2nd Edition). New
York: Columbia University Press.
2. Book: Andrews,M., Van Baaren, R., & Van Leeuwen, M.L. (2013). Hidden
Persuasion. Amsterdam: BIS Publishers.
Assigned articles (Provided in class)

Course Outline

Ever since Gutenberg invented the movable type and the printing press around
1440, people have been trying to understand how mass media influences
human behaviour. Some scholars argue that media has the power to persuade
people to buy products they don’t need, to convince honest citizens to vote for
dodgy politicians, and to make us see the world in a certain way so that the
interests and privileges of the ruling class are maintained… But is this really the
case?
This module will answer the following central question:
To what extent can media influence human behaviour?

Learning
Outcomes



This course will examine several media theories, as well as persuasion
techniques, such as propaganda and subliminal advertising. We will apply
these theories to current situations.





Describe various types of media and their characteristics.
Understand how media’s influences have evolved over time.
Define communication theories such as the giant hyperdermic needle theory,
the two-step flow model, agenda setting theories, and critical theories such
as the Frankfurt School.
Apply these theories to current situations in the media.
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Describe mass media’s and digital media’s ability to create social trends.
Examine publics’ own media consumption critically.
Apply theories for changing behaviour to various situations in the
environment.
Understand the mechanisms of certain persuasion techniques used in
advertising, propaganda and in current media platforms and outlets.Apply
foundational and international marketing knowledge to “the bottom of the
pyramid” markets (portfolio)
Compare above mentioned concepts and explain how they relate to each
other

Content Analysis
Course Code

CO-IS-CTA-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Olivier Nyirubugara
O.Nyirubugara@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 1 only!

Method

Workshops

Assessment

Paper

Course Material

Krippendorff, K. (2013). Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its Methodology.
Los Angeles: SAGE. Third Edition.

Course Outline



Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this course students will be able to:
 Define an issue from an organisational perspective
 Establish categories and variables
 Code media messages using appropriate software
 Analyse, interpret and report data

One important task of a communication professional is to advise on actions
to be taken in response to mass media reports. Organisations are often in
newspapers, on TV, on blogs, among other mass media channels, and in
many cases, they are reported about because of an issue that concerns the
public. To be able to respond, organisations need to understand how media
messages portray that issue. This course introduces students to content
analysis, and covers all its stages including defining an issue, determining
categories and variables, coding media articles using appropriate software,
and analysing, interpreting as well as reporting those data in a report.

Corporate Communication
Course Code

CO-IS-CCOM-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Barry Verbeek
b.verbeek@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

Only open for Communication students or for students who are following
Introduction to Organisational Communication I at the same time (term 1)
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This course is for semester 1 only!
Method

Lectures

Assessment
Exam (10 open questions)
Course Material
Ind, N. (2007). Living the Brand: How To Transform Every Member Of Your
Organization Into A Brand Champion (third edition). London: Kogan Page.
ISBN: 9780749450830.
Corporate Communication will explore the tools and strategies available for a
corporate communication department to build a favourable reputation.
The module consists of seven lectures of 90 minutes each. Clarification of
theory will use current news, case studies and practical examples,
encouraging students to interact and participate in recognising corporate
communication at work in organisations.

Course Outline

Weekly lectures:
Week 1: Recap of introduction course + more in-depth
Week 2: Corporate Story
Week 3: Visual Identity vs. Corporate Identity
Week 4: Living the Brand
Week 5: Reputation Management
Week 6: Business-to-Business Communication
Week 7: recap and Q&A

Learning
Outcomes

On successful completion of this module you will be able to:
- Identify the critical role of corporate communication in building and
maintaining relationships with the various stakeholders of an
organisation
- Discuss the importance of an integrated approach to managing
corporate communication, aligning internal and external communication
- Describe the key corporate communication topics for an organisation –
reputation management, corporate identity, internal branding, corporate
story and business-to-business communication - and know how to deal
with them
- Understand the importance of Corporate Story and are able to discuss
some examples
 Understand and analyse the unique communication dimensions in businessto-business communication and discuss the tools used for business-tobusiness communication

Digital Communication
Course Code

CO-IS-DC-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Robert Cartwright
R.F.Cartwright@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 2 only!
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Method

Lectures

Assessment

Portfolio: 100%

Course Material

Online articles and videos (see module format)

Course Outline

In this module students will learn about the impact of digital communication.
They will learn how to use digital communication in the network society,
understanding the influences of particular channels on audiences, and strategy
behind chosing the appropriate channel. Trends in digital communication and
near-future trends will be discussed.
 Digital Communications is a core cluster of skills that are used by
international communication managers from entry to C-suite level, crossindustry and competencies. It requires a mixture of both creative and
strategic thinking skills (pertaining to message, intention, and audience) for
success, and thus is relevant to the ICM curriculum and future academic and
practical skills.

Learning
Outcomes

Evaluating different mediums and their usages for communication
 Selecting appropriate communication methods based on audiences
 Creating digital communications: text, audio, video
 Understanding the role of digital communications in cross-global
communications
 Learning different digital collaborative tools

Digital Writing
Course Code

CO-IS-DW-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Robert Cartwright
R.F.Cartwright@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 2 only!

Method

Workshops

Assessment

Portfolio: 100%

Course Material

Online content

Course Outline

This course offers an introduction to writing for digital publications with a focus
on blogs and other long form web-based content.
Students will learn to create and maintain a (personal) brand, to assess and
play to their audience, and to write goal-oriented, SEO-friendly copy that drives
discovery, interaction, and conversions.
This entails selecting a platform, creating reader personas, crafting a bio and
contact page, and writing three unique blog posts.
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The course will also explore themes unique to digital writing such as audience
interaction, data driven content, platform selection, the importance of micro
content (social media, etc.), and SEO.
Learning
Outcomes










Students will learn to:
Define personal brand and online voice
Identify desired audience and adjust tone and language to engage said
audience
Maintain a clear, consistent voice
Ideate content relevant to a company brand
Compose blog posts with an emphasis on effective online consumption and
utilizing blogging formats
Use SEO-friendly tagging, hyperlinks, and language
Rework/summarize blog posts to create shareable micro-content to drive
engagement/grow audience

Ethical Communication
Course Code

CO-IS-EC-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Jassir de Windt
J.T.J.deWindt@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 2 only!

Method

Lectures of 90 minutes each.

Assessment

Exam: 100%

Course Material

Online articles

Course Outline

Imagine. You are working for a PR agency and one of your clients asks you to
tweet from his account as if you were him. Would you do this? Or - you are
working as a researcher for a TV station and your executive producer suggests
you use hidden microphones to reveal one company’s fraudulent practices.
Should you accept the assignment?
This module will answer the following central question:
How should communications professionals respond to ethical issues they
may come across in their fields?
This course will examine the various ethical issues that frequently come up in
areas such as PR, marketing, journalism, and research. The course will not
give you clear cut answers on how to solve various problems. Rather, the focus
will be on the quality of the deliberative process. As Plaisance (2009) says in
his book Media Ethics: “It’s about the journey, not the destination.”

Learning
Outcomes




Students can define ethics and morality;
Understand the types of ethical issues that can occur at the micro, meso, and
macro levels, in the various fields of communication.
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Apply theories to concrete cases and dilemmas that communications
professionals are faced with in the fields of PR, marketing, journalism and
research.
Discuss students’ own attitudes to ethics and morality according to their
experiences and cultural backgrounds.

Integrated Marketing Communication
Course Code

CO-IS-BIMC-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Danielle Walsh
D.M.Walsh@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 2 only!

Method

Interactive lectures

Assessment

Exam (multiple choice)

Course Material

Book: Zook, Z.E. & Smith, P.R. (2016). Marketing Communications Offline and
Online Integration, Engagement and Analytics

Course Outline

IMC is an approach to achieving the brand and communication objectives of a
marketing communication campaign, through the well co-ordinated use of
different communication tools/techniques across different communication
channels and using appropriately developed content - that are intended to
reinforce each other in delivering a unified message and provide a seamless
brand experience.
In this module, we examine the IMC framework and processes. Examine
carefully the different types of communication tools/techniques, communication
channels and content formats - available to create an integrated communication
campaign. While at the same time, considering challenges of IMC within an
international context, ethical issues and sustainability.
This module will cover a variety of situations, taking into account the following:
 Communication objectives
 Target audience – consumer, business, employee
 Value proposition – product, place, person, service
 Industry – FMCG, Electronics, Telecommunications, etc.
 Related ethical, international, sustainability issue

Learning
Outcomes







Define terminology used (including in different regions) in marketing
communication plans
Describe the different components of a marketing communication mix
Give examples of how different communication tools/techniques can be used
to achieve different communication objectives
Associate the advantages and disadvantages to different media channels
Indicate the content formats that are appropriate for different communication
tools/techniques and media channels.

Intercultural Communication
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Course Code

CO-IS-IC-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Dominique Darmon
d.darmon@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None.

Method

This course consists of seven lectures of 90 minutes each.

Assessment

Exam (100%)

Course Material

-Nunez, C., Nunez Mahdi. R., Popma, L. (2014). Intercultural sensitivity: From
denial to intercultural competence (3rd Edition). Royal Van Gorcum, Assen, The
Netherlands.
-Meyer, E. (2014). The culture map: Breaking through the invisible boundaries
of global business. New York: Public Affairs.

Course Outline
In today’s diverse job market, it is essential to be able to communicate with people from
various cultures. Many recruiters insist that intercultural competence is one of the most
important skills to master. As Milton Bennett puts it: “The ability to deal across cultures is
increasingly important, as the world gets smaller. Getting smaller doesn’t mean the world
is becoming identical, it means having more and more contact with people who are
culturally different. Being able to deal with this cultural difference peacefully, never mind
creatively and innovatively, is becoming a survival issue to thrive in a global world.”
In this course, you will learn some of the main theories of intercultural communication,
and learn how to apply them to real life situations. You will also receive the tools to work
effectively in diverse teams during your studies at ICM.

Learning
Outcomes

Upon successful completion of the course the student will be able to:
-Define culture and intercultural communication.
-Describe intercultural communication theories such as Hall’s Model of Cultural
Differences, Kluckhohn’s model of Basic assumptions, Hofstede’s 6 Dimensions of
Culture, and Trompenaar’s 7 Dimensions.
-Describe the 8 steps of Meyer’s culture map.
-Apply these theories to current situations in the real world.
-Examine one’s own intercultural experiences critically.

Introduction to Marketing
Course Code

CO-IS-ITM-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Danielle Walsh
D.M.Walsh@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 2 only!

Method

Interactive lectures

Assessment

Exam
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Course Material

Philip Kotler / Kevin Keller / Mairead Brady / Malcolm Goodman / Torben
Hansen (3rd ed.), 2016, Marketing Management, Pearson, ISBN:
9781292093239

Course Outline

This course is an introduction into Marketing as an academic discipline. The
aim of this course is to provide a broad overview of the marketing process and
to help students build a foundation upon which they can build more in-depth
knowledge and skills. Established marketing concepts and principles will be
introduced and students will apply the theory and models to practical marketing
situations.
Issues addressed are the roles and importance of marketing, core marketing
theories and concepts and contemporary marketing issues. Topics discussed
during lectures include gaining an understanding of the consumer and the
marketing environment (e.g. consumer behaviour and environmental analysis),
customer relationship management, marketing strategy (segmenting, targeting
and positioning), branding, the marketing mix elements (4-P’s), marketing of
services, marketing in a digital environment, corporate social responsibility.

Learning
Outcomes






Introduction
Studies

To define Marketing and the Marketing process
To outline the Marketing environment
To identify a customer value-driven Marketing Strategy
To describe a customer value-driven Marketing mix

to

Sustainabi lity

and

Stakeholder

Case

Course Code

CO-IS-SSC-20

Credits

11 ECTS

Module Manager

Barry Verbeek
b.verbeek@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course may follow a different academic calendar. This course is
for semester 2 only!

Method

Lectures (6,5 hours per week)

Assessment

Exam (7 ECTS) and portfolio (4 ECTS)

Course Material

Molthan-Hill, P. (2014). The Business Student’s Guide to Sustainable
Management. Principles and practice. Sheffield: Greenleaf Publishing. 400p
ISBN 978-1-78353-120-2

Course Outline

General concepts related to sustainability in business will be discussed using a
multiple stakeholder approach. Several stakeholder case studies will be
discussed and guest lectures from different organisations will explain how they
approach sustainability. In previous editions of the minor guest lecturers came
from organisations like BMW, Philips, Shell, ING, TNT, Greenpeace, Fairtrade
and GRI (Global Reporting Initiative).

Learning
Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to:
 Discuss the general concepts of sustainability
 Understand the multi-stakeholder approach when it comes to sustainability
 Understand the role that corporate communication and stakeholder
communication play in communicating about sustainability
 Recognise the different approaches to sustainability in business
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 Discuss the importance of the value chain for sustainability in business
Link sustainability articles to theories that were discussed in the lectures or in
the book

Journalism & Media - Practical
Course Code

CO-IS-JMP-20 (semester 1) / CO-IS-JMLP-20 (semester 2)

Credits

8 ECTS

Module Manager

Dominique Darmon / Olivier Nyirubugara / Claudia Diers
d.darmon@hhs.nl / o.nyirubugara@hhs.nl / c.t.diers-lienke@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

Students in the 2nd, 3rd or 4th year of their programme. Interest and curiosity in
how media and journalism work. In semester 1 this course only runs in term 1
as an intensive version, no (or very limited) classes should be taken next to this
course in term 1; in semester 2 it runs in both terms 3 and 4 as a longer version
and can be combined with other classes.

Method

Lectures and workshops

Assessment

Portfolio and Master-proof

Course Material

Randall, D., (2011). The Universal Journalist, London: Pluto Press (ISBN-13
978 0 7453 3076 1)
Kovach, B., & Rosenstiel, T. (2014). The Elements of Journalism: What
Newspeople Should Know and the Public Should Expect. Revised and updated
3rd edition. New York: Three Rivers Press

Course Outline

This course explores the roles of journalists in an ever increasing complex
media environment. The goal of this course is to help the communication
professional gain a solid understanding of how journalists function in order to
work with them efficiently.
In the theoretical part, you will examine:
 What is news?
 Different aspects of journalism: newspapers, radio, television, new media,
civic journalism;
 Defining audiences and target groups,
 The ways media and journalists work,
 Compare and contrast different types of journalism,
 Comparing public and private broadcasters,
 Journalists’ use of new media.
In the practical part, you will:
 Write newspaper articles;
 Learn how to focus your story;
 Learn storytelling techniques;
 Produce other journalistic products, such as blogs and editorials;
 Conduct interviews;
 Create news items for television;
 Create websites and work with online tools

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this course students will be able:
 To define news and journalism
 To identify the main tasks of journalists
 To map the current developments and discussions around journalism
To produce news stories
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Journalism & Media - Theoretical
Course Code

CO-IS-JMT-20 (semester 1) / CO-IS-JMLT-20 (semester 2)

Credits

7 ECTS

Module Manager

Dominique Darmon / Olivier Nyirubugara / Claudia Diers
d.darmon@hhs.nl / o.nyirubugara@hhs.nl / c.t.diers-lienke@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

Students in the 2nd, 3rd or 4th year of their programme. Interest and curiosity in
how media and journalism work. In semester 1 this course only runs in term 1
as an intensive version, no (or very limited) classes should be taken next to this
course in term 1; in semester 2 it runs in both terms 3 and 4 as a longer version
and can be combined with other classes.

Method

Lectures and workshops

Assessment

Portfolio and Master-proof

Course Material

Randall, D., (2011). The Universal Journalist, London: Pluto Press (ISBN-13
978 0 7453 3076 1)
Kovach, B., & Rosenstiel, T. (2014). The Elements of Journalism: What
Newspeople Should Know and the Public Should Expect. Revised and updated
3rd edition. New York: Three Rivers Press

Course Outline

This course explores the roles of journalists in an ever increasing complex
media environment. The goal of this course is to help the communication
professional gain a solid understanding of how journalists function in order to
work with them efficiently.
In the theoretical part, you will examine:
 What is news?
 Different aspects of journalism: newspapers, radio, television, new media,
civic journalism;
 Defining audiences and target groups,
 The ways media and journalists work,
 Compare and contrast different types of journalism,
 Comparing public and private broadcasters,
 Journalists’ use of new media.
In the practical part, you will:
 Write newspaper articles;
 Learn how to focus your story;
 Learn storytelling techniques;
 Produce other journalistic products, such as blogs and editorials;
 Conduct interviews;
 Create news items for television;
 Create websites and work with online tools

Learning
Outcomes

At the end of this course students will be able:
 To define news and journalism
 To identify the main tasks of journalists
 To map the current developments and discussions around journalism
 To produce news stories
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Organisational Communication I
Course Code

CO-IS-OC1-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Barry Verbeek
b.verbeek@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None. This course is for semester 1 only!

Method

Workshops and lectures

Assessment

Exam

Course Material

Book: Cornelissen, J. (2014). Corporate Communication. A guide to theory &
practice (4th edition). London: SAGE. ISBN: 978-1-4462-7495-8.

Course Outline

Weekly lectures and workshops on:
Week 1: Corporate Identity and Corporate Image
Week 2: Corporate Reputation
Week 3: Stakeholder Management
Week 4: Sustainability/ CSR
Week 5: Issue Management
Week 6: Corporate Branding
Week 7: Consult lecture (Q&A)

Learning
Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to:
 Identify the critical role of organisational communication in building and
maintaining relationships with the various stakeholders of an organisation;
 Recognise the strategic importance of building and maintaining a favourable
reputation of an organisation.
 Discuss the importance of an integrated approach to managing
organisational communication, aligning internal and external communication;
 Describe the key issues for an organisation – reputation management,
corporate identity, corporate branding, issue management and sustainability
- and know how to deal with them;
 Recognise the professional role of a communication manager in an
international environment.

Organisational Communication II
Course Code

CO-IS-OC2-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Carla Wood
c.wood-oostveen@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

Complete Introduction to Organisational Communication I. This course is for
semester 1 only! This course will follow a different academic calendar.

Method

Lectures and workshops

Assessment

Exam
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Course Material

1. Cornelissen, J. (2014). Corporate Communication. A guide to Theory &
Practice (4th edition). London: SAGE. ISBN 978-1-4462-7495-8.
2. Adler, N (2008). International Dimensions of Organizational Behavior (5th
edition). Mason: Thomson South-Western. ISBN 13: 978-0-324-36074-5.

Course Outline



Learning
Outcomes

On successful completion of this module, students will be able to:
 Understand the role and functions of internal communication within a range
of organisations;
 Describe key internal communication concepts, theories and techniques for
analysing a variety of internal communication situations;
 Recognise the most appropriate internal communication tools to be used in
a particular company;
 Identify the internal communication strategies needed during change
processes;
 Understand the role and functions of cross cultural issues within a range of
organisations;
 Describe key cross cultural issues concepts, theories and techniques for
analysing a variety of cross cultural issues situations;

Combination of Lectures and weekly workshops.

Public Communication Theory
Course Code

CO-IS-PCT-20

Credits

3 ECTS

Module Manager

Inge Weel
I.M.Weel@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

You need a basic understanding of
the theoretical aspects of how
intergovernmental institutions work and of Corporate Communication. This
course is for semester 1 only!

Method

Lectures

Assessment

Written exam (100%)

Course Material

To be announced

Course Outline

Communication is the foundation of social life. It is the means through which we
seek to influence and persuade, to gain advantage, to build and sustain trust,
and to reach a common understanding on controversial issues. Governments
are responsible for “governing” society. To fulfill this duty they have to influence
public opinions and public behaviors. In democratic societies they also have to
listen to their citizens, be accountable to them and involve them in the decisionmaking processes. Whether encouraging people to eat less, vote differently,
accept a risk or care more about a particular issue, communication plays a key
role and there are many different players involved in the process.


Corporations, NGO’s, Public Interest groups, Unions, Political Parties and
the media are among the many players that are constantly trying to influence
public opinion and public behaviour. This module will look at the role of public
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communication in a democracy and how these players communicate in order
to achieve their objectives.
Learning
Outcomes

Upon completion you will:
 Understand and distinguish between key theories and concepts from the field
of public communication (2, 1)
 Understand the key methods and techniques used in public affairs and
lobbying and identify the situations in which they can be applied. (5,1)
 Understand the role of Public Communication in a democratic society (5,1)
 Identify appropriate Public Communication theories and interventions based
on the context and characteristics of a problem (2,1)
 Identify and analyse the roles and interests of different parties in the public
communication process. (5.1)
 Understand the techniques and strategies organizations use to influence
public opinion and behavior (2,1)

6.5 Cultural & Language Courses

Introduction to Dutch Culture & Society
Course Code

ES-IS-IDCS-20

Credits

2 ECTS

Module
Manager

Paul Treanor & Nathalie Schwan
p.a.treanor@hhs.nl & n.h.h.m.schwan@hhs.nl

Entry
Requirements

None.

Method

Guest seminars, with an opportunity for class discussion, organised field trips,
practical teamwork assignment together with home students to explore Dutch
culture together.

Assessment

Project (grade) and participation in lectures and field trips (pass/fail)

Course Material Module book available online
Course Outline

The students will be familiarised with Dutch history, art, media, political system
and economy. Moreover, students will acquire a basic knowledge of the Dutch
people and Dutch culture. The course is split up in a group project in terms 1 and
3 (Europe@Home), where students explore the Dutch culture with the help of
home students, and in a more theoretical part in terms 2 and 4, where students
will be going on field trips and listen to lectures regarding Dutch culture and
society.

English for Guest Students
Course Code

ES-IS-ENG-20

Credits

2 ECTS

Module Manager

Maria Pau
m.p.pau@hhs.nl
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Entry
Requirements

None

Level

Intermediate Professional English B1-B2

Method

Seminars

Assessment

Oral Exam & written exam

Course Material

Module book provided by the English department





Course Outline

Learning
Outcomes

meeting practice & language
presentation language
business English vocabulary (BEC)
business emails

Students will



develop their business/professional vocabulary, meeting &
presentation vocabulary, their overall fluency and business writing
skills
increase their fluency and confidence in communicating in English in a
professional setting

Survival Dutch
Course Code

ES-IS-SD-20

Credits

2 ECTS

Module Manager

Ghita de Beer
b.m.debeer@hhs.nl

Entry Requirements

None.

Method

Group work led by a faculty member. The module is designed to bring students’
skills up to a level to be able to communicate in everyday situations (introducing
oneself, shopping, etc.).

Course Material

Student Manual (to be found on Blackboard)
Nederlands in gang Methode NT2 voor hoogopgeleide anderstaligen, Berna de
Boer, Margaret van der Kamp, Birgit Lijmbach, Uitgeverij Coutinho, ISBN:
9789046902257
(included are the log-in code for the online material and CDs)

Course Outline

Students can understand and use familiar everyday expressions and very basic
phrases aimed at the satisfaction of needs of a concrete type. They can
introduce themselves and others and can ask and answer questions about
personal details such as where they live, people they know and things they
have. They can interact in a simple way provided the other person talks slowly
and clearly and is prepared to help.

Learning Outcomes

After successfully completing the Survival Dutch course, students will be able to
communicate on Level A1 (Basic User) of the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages (CEFR).
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